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Unleash the Potential of 
ChatGPT for your Business

 InnoGPT is a custom-built solution that 
allows you to use the state-of-the-art 
language model of ChatGPT in your 
own Azure environment, without 
risking that your data and content is 
used externally. 

With InnoGPT, you can:

 Boost your productivity
 Improve your document
 Management and content search
 Ensure your security and compliance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
InnoGPT is a custom-built solution that allows you to use the state-of-the-art language model of ChatGPT in your own Azure environment, without risking that your data and content is used to fine-tune a public GPT model. With InnoGPT, you can:Boost your productivity and content creation: InnoGPT can help you generate high-quality and relevant content for your business needs, such as reports, summaries, emails, blogs, and more. You can also use InnoGPT to edit, rewrite, or optimize your existing content, making it more engaging and effective.Improve your document management and content search: InnoGPT can help you organize and access your documents with ease, using the natural language processing capabilities of ChatGPT. You can use InnoGPT to create and search through documents, using simple queries or commands. You can also use InnoGPT to extract key information from your documents, such as names, dates, numbers, or topics.Ensure your security and compliance: InnoGPT can help you protect your data and content from unauthorized access or use, by keeping it securely within your Azure environment. You can also use InnoGPT to comply with the GDPR and other regulations, by anonymizing or deleting sensitive data from your documents.InnoGPT is easy to use and integrate with your existing systems and workflows. You can access InnoGPT through a web interface or an API, and you can customize it according to your preferences and needs. You can also train InnoGPT on your own data and content, making it more relevant and accurate for your domain.
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InnoGPT (w. Teams-embedded UI for Azure Open AI)
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Case ARA 
The Housing Finance and Development Centre of Finland

Artificial intelligence helping customer service

Innofactor has started an Azure Open AI Proof of Concept 
(PoC) implementation with ARA, where the Chat GPT 4.0 
solution is deployed in the Valtori Azure environment offered to 
ARA. ARA tests and evaluates the functionality of the solution 
in customer service for housing rights issues using ARA's own 
material. The solution retrieves information using the Azure 
Open AI GPT language model only from ARA's own guidance 
material, and does not share any internal or generated in the 
customer service outside of the organization. The secure 
solution can also be extended to other data sources as 
needed. During the PoC, the solution is further-developed 
based on ARA's user experience and feedback.

About ARA: The Housing Finance and Development Centre of 
Finland (ARA) is responsible for implementing the state's 
housing policy by granting subsidies, support and guarantees 
related to housing and construction, and by guiding and 
supervising the use of the ARA housing stock. ARA, which 
belongs to the administrative branch of the Ministry of the 
Environment, is also involved in projects related to housing 
development and housing market expertise, and produces 
information services for the sector.

Architecture of the solution
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Lehtipiste:Innofactor - Ajantasaista dataa raporteille ketterällä ohjelmistoratkaisulla 
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